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Abstract

We set out to analyze the curious relationship between the number of college sociology teachers in 
Tennessee and the frequency of xkcd comics published about hobbies. Utilizing data from the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics and the formidable power of AI analysis on xkcd comics, we sought to unravel this 
mystery. To our surprise, the correlation coefficient of 0.6995228 and p < 0.01 for the period spanning 
from 2007 to 2021 highlighted a compelling relationship between these seemingly disparate elements. 
Our findings not only provide insight into the interplay between academic disciplines and popular culture, 
but also add a dash of whimsy to the world of empirical research. Stay tuned for a hypothesis-generating 
exploration of whether the diffusion of sociology theories has inadvertently influenced the creative 
musings of xkcd enthusiasts.
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1. Introduction

INTRODUCTION

Picture  this:  a  group  of  college  sociology
teachers  in  Tennessee,  sipping  on  sweet
tea and pondering the intricacies of  social
structures.  Meanwhile,  in  a  world  of  stick
figures and whimsical  humor,  xkcd comics
creator Randall Munroe is contemplating the
quirks  of  hobbies,  science,  and  the
absurdity  of  everyday  life.  What  could
possibly connect these seemingly unrelated

spheres of academia and pop culture? The
answer  lies  in  the  enigmatic  correlation
between the number of sociology teachers
in  Tennessee  and  the  frequency  of  xkcd
comics published about hobbies.

The  nexus  between  academic  disciplines
and popular culture has long been a subject
of  fascination  and  amusement.  From  the
socio-psychological  implications  of  cat
memes  to  the  economic  ramifications  of
superhero  blockbusters,  the  interplay
between  scholarly  pursuits  and  societal
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zeitgeist  is  as  bewildering  as  it  is
captivating. Enter our investigation into the
correlation – or dare we say, the xkcd factor
– between college sociology teachers and
the comedic musings of hobby enthusiasts
in the iconic webcomic.

As we embark on this scholarly escapade,
it's  important  to  acknowledge  the  light-
hearted nature of our pursuit. After all, who
said  academic  research  couldn't  have  a
sprinkle of  humor and a dash of  whimsy?
So,  buckle  up  as  we  navigate  the
intersection  of  sociological  academia  and
webcomic satire with a twinkle in our eyes
and  a  penchant  for  statistical  adventure.
Let's  dive  into  this  whimsically  puzzling
world  where  sociology  meets  stick  figures
and numbers merrily frolic with wry humor.

2. Literature Review

Numerous  studies  have  delved  into  the
intriguing  correlation  between  academic
disciplines and popular culture, illuminating
the unexpected connections that can arise.
Smith  and  Doe  (2010)  explored  the
influence of societal trends on the portrayal
of  hobbies  in  popular  webcomics,  while
Jones  (2014)  investigated  the  impact  of
educational  demographics  on  the
dissemination  of  cultural  references  in
digital  media.  These  seminal  works
provided  a  solid  foundation  for  our  own
quest  to  unravel  the  intricacies  of  the
relationship  between  college  sociology
teachers  in  Tennessee  and  xkcd  comics
published about hobbies.

Turning our  attention to the realm of  non-
fiction literature, we find "The Sociology of
Pop Culture" by Sage Publications shedding
light  on  the  intersection  of  academic
theories  and  mainstream  trends.
Additionally,  "The  Art  of  Stick  Figure
Sociology"  by  University  Press  presents a
compelling  analysis  of  the  role  of
webcomics  in  reflecting  sociological
concepts. Furthermore, works of fiction such

as  "The  Comic  Chronicles:  A Sociological
Perspective"  by  Fictional  University  Press
and  "Webcomic  Wonders:  A Sociology  of
Humor"  by  Imaginary  Publishers  offer
imaginative  explorations  of  the  potential
influence  of  academic  disciplines  on  the
world of webcomics.

Venturing  further  into  the  abyss  of
unconventional  sources,  our  literature
review uncovers unexpected riches. In the
pursuit  of  uncovering  the  whimsical
connection  between  college  sociology
teachers in Tennessee and xkcd comics, we
turned  to  a  trove  of  knowledge  that
transcends traditional academic boundaries.
This includes perusing the playful passages
of "The Comical Sociologist's Guide to Stick
Figure  Obscurities"  and  even  seeking
enlightenment  from  the  back  of  shampoo
bottles  under  the  guise  of  "The  Sudsy
Sociology of Stick Figures."

In  summary,  the literature  surrounding the
intersection of college sociology teachers in
Tennessee  and  xkcd  comics  on  hobbies
offers a cornucopia of insights from serious
investigations to inventive speculations. As
we embrace the curious  and the comical,
we embark on our own scholarly escapade
to add another layer of amusement to this
whimsically puzzling world.

3. Our approach & methods

To  unravel  the  correlation  between  the
number  of  college  sociology  teachers  in
Tennessee  and  the  frequency  of  xkcd
comics  published  about  hobbies,  our
research team took a delightful and quirky
journey  through  the  realms  of  data
collection and analysis. 

Firstly, we scoured the digital landscape like
intrepid  adventurers,  combing  through  the
Bureau of Labor Statistics in search of the
elusive statistics on the number of sociology
teachers  in  the  charming  state  of
Tennessee. Armed with spreadsheets and a
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keen  eye  for  numbers,  we  navigated  the
labyrinthine  corridors  of  labor  data,
occasionally  pausing  to  marvel  at  the
unexpected  quirks  and  idiosyncrasies  of
bureaucratic  record-keeping.  The  obtuse
wanderings of bureaucratic red tape, much
like a complex xkcd comic, proved to be a
formidable  adversary.  Nevertheless,  we
emerged  victorious,  clutching  a  trove  of
labor statistics with the satisfaction of digital
treasure hunters.

Meanwhile,  our  journey  into  the  world  of
xkcd  comics  involved  a  rather  curious
method  –  the  formidable  power  of  AI
analysis.  We  set  our  trusty  AI  algorithms
loose upon the rich tapestry of xkcd comics,
tasking  them with  the  arduous  mission  of
identifying  and  categorizing  the  delightful
musings  of  hobbies  within  the  stick-figure
realm.  As  the  AI  diligently  toiled  through
countless  comics,  we  marveled  at  the
whimsical  acrobatics  of  technology
attempting  to  decode  the enigmatic  wit  of
Randall  Munroe.  The  synergistic  dance
between  human  curiosity  and  artificial
intelligence led us to a fascinating cache of
xkcd comics related to hobbies, each panel
a pixelated nugget of whimsy.

Once we had amassed our data from the
virtual  nooks and crannies  of  the  internet,
we  engaged  in  a  delightful  tango  with
statistical  analysis.  With the precision of a
physicist seeking equilibrium in an unstable
system  and  the  whimsy  of  a  stand-up
comedian crafting the perfect punchline, we
calculated the correlation coefficient and p-
value.  Our  dance  with  the  statistical
measures  revealed  a  compelling
relationship between the number of college
sociology  teachers  in  Tennessee  and  the
frequency  of  xkcd  comics  about  hobbies.
The  numbers,  much  like  witty  banter
between  friends,  spoke  to  us  with  a
correlation coefficient of 0.6995228 and p <
0.01,  signaling  a  whimsically  robust
association  between  these  seemingly
incongruous elements.

In summary, our lighthearted romp through
data  collection,  AI  analysis,  and  statistical
inference  has  illuminated  the  striking
correlation  between  college  sociology
teachers  in  Tennessee  and  the  thematic
musings of xkcd comics on hobbies. With a
twinkle  in  our  eyes  and  a  chuckle  in  our
hearts,  we set  the stage for  a whimsically
insightful  exploration  of  the  intersection
between sociology academia and webcomic
satire.

4. Results

In  the  pursuit  of  unraveling  the  enigma
between  college  sociology  teachers  in
Tennessee and xkcd comics on hobbies, we
stumbled  upon  some  rather  surprising
findings.  Our  analysis  revealed  a  strong
correlation between the two variables, with
a  correlation  coefficient  of  0.6995228  and
an  r-squared  of  0.4893321  for  the  period
from  2007  to  2021.  It  seems  that  the
sociological musings of the academic world
may  have  inadvertently  permeated  the
whimsical  domain  of  xkcd,  creating  an
unlikely  but  undeniably  intriguing
connection.

The  scatterplot  in  Fig.  1  vividly  illustrates
this correlation, displaying a delightful dance
of  data points that  waltz across the graph
with a synchronicity that would make even
the  most  seasoned  sociologist  and  xkcd
aficionado do a double take.

It  appears  that  the  number  of  college
sociology teachers in Tennessee has cast a
sociologically  significant  shadow  on  the
hobby-centric  content  of  xkcd  comics.  It
seems  the  power  of  sociology  extends
beyond the confines of academic discourse
and  permeates  the  lighthearted  realm  of
stick figures and witty banter.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

These  findings  not  only  shed  light  on  the
whimsically puzzling world where sociology
meets webcomic satire, but they also raise
a  myriad  of  further  questions  and
hypotheses.  Could  the  diffusion  of
sociological  theories  have  influenced  the
content and themes of xkcd comics? Or is
the  correlation  merely  a  whimsical
coincidence,  a  statistical  fluke  that  tickles
the  fancy  of  empirical  researchers
everywhere? The humor-laden path of  our
investigation  has only  just  begun,  and we
invite  fellow  enthusiasts  of  statistical
adventure to join us on this mirthful journey
of scholarly whimsy.

5. Discussion

Our  findings  have  unearthed  a  delightful
correlation between the number of  college
sociology  teachers  in  Tennessee  and  the
abundance  of  xkcd  comics  dedicated  to
hobbies.  The  relationship  between  these
seemingly  incongruous  elements  has
spurred  a  kaleidoscope  of  delightful
speculations and whimsical musings. As we
delve  into  the  implications  of  this
unexpected  alliance,  it  becomes  evident
that  the  influence  of  sociology  may  have
extended its scholarly  arm into the playful
domain of hobby-centric xkcd comics.

Harking  back  to  the  literature  review,  the
works of Smith and Doe (2010) and Jones
(2014) offered tantalizing glimpses into the

potential  impact  of  societal  trends  and
academic demographics on popular culture.
Our results not only validate their intriguing
propositions  but  also  add  a  whimsically
statistical  nuance  to  their  observations.
Additionally,  the  imaginative  works  from
fictitious publishers have delicately flavored
our investigation with a dash of surrealism
and levity,  making our  scholarly  escapade
all the more merry.

The  scatterplot  in  Fig.  1  not  only  visually
encapsulates the harmony between college
sociology  teachers  and  xkcd  comics  but
also  evokes  a  chuckle  or  two  with  its
endearing  dance  of  data  points.  The
correlation  coefficient  of  0.6995228,
supported  by  the r-squared  of  0.4893321,
firmly  affirms  the  statistical  robustness  of
this unexpected association. As we witness
this  statistical  tango  of  academia  and
webcomics, one cannot help but marvel at
the quirky interplay between the serious and
the comical.

Given  the  intriguing  nature  of  this
correlation, one cannot resist the temptation
to ponder its underlying mechanisms. Could
it  be that  the whimsical  witticisms of  xkcd
have  inadvertently  been  flavored  by  the
sociological  musings  of  educators  in
Tennessee? Or perhaps,  the lure of  stick-
figure sociology has reached the playful pen
of  xkcd's  creator,  weaving  subtle  thematic
influences  into  their  comic  strips?  The
possibilities  are  as  boundless  as  the
creativity  that  thrives  in  both  academic
discourse and webcomic satire.

As we embark on this scholarly escapade,
we  are  reminded  of  the  whimsical  and
delightful duality that permeates the world of
empirical research. The correlation between
college  sociology  teachers  in  Tennessee
and  xkcd  comics  about  hobbies  not  only
invites  a  jovial  contemplation  of  its
implications but also stands as a testament
to  the  unexpected  wonders  that  emerge
when  academia  and  popular  culture
intertwine. Indeed, our mirthful journey has
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only  just  begun,  and  we  invite  fellow
wanderers of scholarly whimsy to join us in
celebrating  this  intriguing  statistical
spectacle.

6. Conclusion

In  the  spirit  of  sociological  inquiry  and
whimsical  musings,  our  findings  have
unveiled  a  captivating  correlation  between
the number of college sociology teachers in
Tennessee  and  the  abundance  of  xkcd
comics dedicated to hobbies. It seems that
the sociological influence stretches far and
wide,  even  reaching  the  realms  of  stick
figures and witty banter.

As we wrap up our statistical expedition, it's
clear  that  the interplay between academia
and popular culture holds a delightful array
of surprises. Who would have thought that
the sociological ponderings of Tennessee's
finest  educators  could  intertwine  with  the
quirky  humor  of  xkcd?  It's  as  if  the  stick
figures  themselves  are  engaging  in  a
sociological  experiment  of  their  own,
exploring  the  nuances  of  human  behavior
through comedic escapades.

The  irresistible  correlation  coefficient  of
0.6995228  and  p-value  <  0.01  speaks
volumes  about  the  whimsically  puzzling
world  in  which  we  find  ourselves.  While
we've  unearthed  a  treasure  trove  of
statistical  merriment,  it's  important  to
acknowledge  that  every  correlation
definitely does not imply causation. But hey,
who's to say that the number of sociology
teachers hasn't unwittingly sparked a surge
in hobby-based comic inspiration?

In  this  lighthearted  escapade  of  scholarly
whimsy,  we've  traversed  the  statistical
landscape with a twinkle in our eye and a
penchant for shenanigans. As we bid adieu
to  this  delightful  correlation,  we  can
confidently affirm that no further research is
needed  in  this  area.  After  all,  when  stick
figures and sociological academia converge

in such an unexpectedly delightful manner,
who could possibly ask for more? It's been
a whimsically statistical journey indeed!
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